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Pre-amble 
This is part of a three-part plan to develop and grow the provision of Scouts in Mersey Weaver, Cheshire in 
three distinct areas of the District. 

The Southern Development plan looks at opportunities and barriers for growing Scouting in the South of 
the District – mainly Frodsham & Helsby but also surrounding villages (Elton, Alvanley, Kingsley, Norley). 

As this stage, the plan is just speculative idea-forming and does not represent any current or fixed 
development plan other than what might be possible.  There will be other ideas that will need to be 
formulated, discussed as well as people consulted and brought on board with the project but there does 
appear to are some opportunities to grow Scouts in the South of the District where it is popular and 
already strong foundations to build on. Where Groups have been less successful, there is an opportunity to 
recruit Group Scout Leaders and strengthen Groups to ensure continued growth. 

This information does not necessarily take into account the most up to date developments to the Group 
status as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and was mostly prepared during August 2021. 
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Mersey Weaver 
Mersey Weaver is one of 10 Scout Districts in Cheshire and is the result of the merger of North West 
Cheshire and Widnes Districts in 2012.  

Mersey Weaver is one of the larger District’s in the County and caters for young people between the ages 
of 6 and 25 with a total membership of around 1,500 (pre COVID-19). 

The District stretches from Ince and Elton in the west, to Moore in the East, Widnes in the north to Norley 
in the south with locations in Frodsham, Helsby, Kingsley, Moore and Runcorn in between. There are three 
distinct areas of the Mersey Weaver which we have designated North (Widnes), Central (Runcorn and 
Moore), South (Frodsham and Villages). The North and Central areas are more urban whereas the South is 
more rural. 

The District is made up of 17 Scout Groups, A District Young Leader Unit, 4 District Explorer Scout Units, a 
District Network provision and 7 District Active Support Units 

Over the last 19 years, there appears to have been gradual but steady overall growth in Mersey Weaver. 
More recently membership seems to have stabilised around the 1500-person mark. Looking from the 
macro level one could assume that except for a drop of membership in Jan 2021 due to COVID-19, that 
the overall picture was a positive one. However after delving into the data, it is clear that significant growth 
in certain parts of the District are masking a decline in membership elsewhere and that the increase in 
membership has not kept up with the demand and population growth in the South of the District. 
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Background 
Scouting in the south of the District has continued to provide a good programme of activities but there are 
concerns that a few Groups have become isolated over the years or not kept up with the pace of change. 
There are 6 Groups in this area, see Appendices for location map. 

Unlike the other two parts of the District, the Southern part of the District is more rural and generally 
considered more affluent. However there are residential areas with indices of deprivation 1-3 in both 
Frodsham and Helsby and these mustn’t be overlooked.  

Population 
• Frodsham – 9291 (1764, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Helsby – 5004 (913, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Kingsley – 1864 (346, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Norley & Delamere – 1219 (184, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Ince & Elton – 3739 (780, 0–17-year-olds) 

Being a rural area, Groups also serve several smaller villages that encompass places like: 

• Hapsford & Dunham-on-the-Hill – 721 (148, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Sutton Weaver – 492 (83, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Crowton – 453 (66, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Alvanley – 461 (64, 0–17-year-olds) 
• Delamere & Oakmere – 1459 (262, 0–17-year-olds) 

 

Roughly over the entire area there are 25,000 people and it is estimated that approximately 4,600 are aged 
0-17. As a percentage this shows there is much higher participation in Scouts than in the North and 
Central areas of the District. The area is part of the Borough of Cheshire West & Chester which consists of 
46 wards and 97 parish councils. Mersey Weaver has a presence in 5 of those wards and likely has 
members from a further two. There is overlap with Chester, Ellesmere Port & Neston and Mid Cheshire 
Districts.  

Scouting has historically had a strong presence in the area with an Association forming as early as 1911 
and as many of the original Groups surviving. Only three Groups are known to have closed, 1st Frodsham in 
2017 (due to lack of leaders), 1st Whitley in 2012 (due to lack of young people), 1st Delamere sometime in 
the 60’s-90’s. The villages Groups along with those from Runcorn were part of North West Cheshire and 
merged with Widnes District to form Mersey Weaver which is in Cheshire, back in 2012. 

There are opportunities for growth and new provision with small housing developments appearing, in 
Delamere, Kingsley and Helsby. The biggest opportunity is to increase the provision where there is a clear 
demand to join but places are not available. 
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Individual data for each ward in Cheshire West & Chester that Mersey Weaver has a presence can be 
found here: 

• Frodsham Ward 
• Helsby Ward 
• Gowy Rural Ward 
• Sandstone Ward 
• Weaver & Cuddington Ward 
• Delamere & Oakmere Ward 
• Marbury Ward 

Individual data for each Parish in Cheshire West & Chester Mersey Weaver has a presence can be found 
here: 

• Frodsham Parish 
• Helsby Parish 
• Kingsley Parish 
• Alvanley Parish 
• Norley Parish 
• Ince Parish 
• Elton Parish 
• Dunham-on-the-hill and Hapsford Parish 
• Sutton Weaver Parish 

An interactive map of the CWAC can be found here: 

https://maps.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/cwac/webmapping 

A map of the District can be found here: 

https://mwscouts.org/about/map/ 

 

  

https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/acorn%20profile%20frodsham%20ward.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/acorn%20profile%20helsby%20ward.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/acorn%20profile%20gowy%20rural%20ward.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/acorn%20profile%20sandstone%20ward.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/acorn%20profile%20weaver%20and%20cuddington%20ward.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/acorn%20profile%20marbury%20ward.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20frodsham.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20helsby.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20kingsley.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20alvanley.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20norley.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20ince.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20elton.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20dunham-on-the-hill%20and%20hapsford.pdf&extension=pdf
https://inside.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/GetFile?fileUrl=/keystatistics/2011%20census%20parish%20overview%20profile%20sutton%20weaver.pdf&extension=pdf
https://maps.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/cwac/webmapping
https://mwscouts.org/about/map/
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Area demographics 
Combined data covering Frodsham, Helsby, Kingsley, Norley, Ince, Elton 

 

Age Groups (E 2019)  Religion (C 2011) 

   Christian 14 989 

0-17 years 3987  Muslim 47 

18-64 years 11 696  Hindu 27 

65+ years 5447  Sikh 3 

   Jewish 20 

Age Distribution (E 2019)  Buddhist 38 

   Other religion 43 

0-9 years 2 183  No religion 4 462 

10-19 years 2 195    

20-29 years 1 809  Ethnic Group (C2011) 

30-39 years 2 164  White 20 597 

40-49 years 2 710  Asian 190 

50-59 years 3 252  Black 29 

60-69 years 2 723  Arab 12 

70-79 years 2 622  Mixed / multiple 155 

80+ years 1 481  Other ethnic group 11 
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Current Youth Membership 
 

 
Ideal 

capacity 
set by 
groups 

January 
2020 

January 
2021 

August 
2021 

October 
2021 

December 
2021 

Short 
Term 

Target 
(Jan 

2022) 

Medium 
Term 

Target 
(Jan 

2023) 

Long 
Term 

Target 
(Jan 

2025) 

Total 469 415 396 404 387 397 435 487 634 

1st Helsby 84 95 72 92 86 101 103 115 130 

1st Ince & 
Elton 

75 62 57 60 57 52 64 68 90 

1st 
Newton & 
Kingsley 

74 63 77 74 67 65 70 78 102 

1st Norley 72 65 69 56 61 57 64 68 90 

3rd 
Frodsham 

86 64 58 62 58 59 64 78 102 

4th 
Frodsham 

78 66 63 60 58 63 70 80 120 

Leaders 
 

78 
    

80 90 110 
 

There are 156 young people of a suitable age waiting to join Scouting in South and a further 86 people too 
young to join Beavers who have registered their interest. 57 of whom could join Squirrels. If we accepted 
all these young people today this would take our youth membership up to 610 immediately. 

.  
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Group analysis 
1st Helsby 
The Group are probably one of our most successful Groups in Mersey Weaver and is led by an excellent 
GSL and DGSL team. Numbers peaked in 2014 when the Group had multiple Cub and Scout Sections, but 
these closed a few years later to consolidate leadership teams at the time. Numbers have remained fairly 
stable since, but it is believed there is enough demand in the area and strong enough leadership and 
executive teams to open multiple sections again. They are the first Group in Mersey Weaver to have a 
Squirrel Drey.  

Meeting place 
1st Helsby have decent meeting place built in the 1980s of brick construction. It is well maintained and 
presented and has very decent stores. It is a decent size but only has one large meeting room and an 
office. They have a modern meeting place sign visible from the road. They lack their own outdoor space but 
back on to the park - although there have occasionally been issues with anti-social behaviour. The 
headquarters has internet connection. Under the terms of the lease, 1st Helsby cannot hire their building 
out to other organisations meaning there are nights when the meeting place is vacant. 

 

 
Ideal capacity 100 young people 
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1st Ince & Elton 
Scouts is one of the only activities for young people to do in the local area so plays an important part of the 
community. The Group host a Firework display every year which is extremely popular. 

There is a large population in the area so one might expect to the Group to be larger. Despite the Group 
growing over the last 10 years, on paper there does seem to be more opportunity to increase participation 
and retain more young people in the Scout section. The Group are currently without a Group Scout Leader 
after they stepped down last year. At this point the Group had been the largest and most successful they 
had ever been after a decline under the previous GSL. The GSL stepped down for personal reasons. A key 
opportunity is to recruit a GSL to support the sections and drive recruitment forward and support the 
COVID recovery so that group can continue its upward trajectory.  

Meeting place 
The meeting place is in the process of being renovated. They have completed work indoors. During 
summer 2021 further work was completed to create a secure fenced outdoor camping area with fire pit. 
The final stage of work is to reclad the building. In the past, the building has suffered from significant 
vandalism due to antisocial behaviour. The building is set back off the road and there is currently nothing 
to identify it as a Scout meeting place however it is expected that once the renovation has been completed 
this can be added. 

 
Ideal capacity 75 young people  
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1st Newton & Kingsley 
The Group have been without a Group Scout Leader for the tenure of the past three DCs and had not been 
participating in District events and activities. In 2019, an acting GSL was appointed which confirmed 
suspicions of issues in the Group. Since then numbers of youth members has increased but we think they 
might have been inflated during the pandemic as the Group were not operating or collecting subs, but 
recruitment continued. This has left it in a good position after activities resumed despite not offering 
anything over lockdown. The Group has decent amount of money in its reserves and should be encouraged 
to invest in developing the Group and the headquarters. The Group have appreciated the opening of our 
new Explorer unit at QCW helping with retention onto Explorers. 

Meeting place 
The HQ is of a reasonable size with a hall and a second mobile building. The Headquarters needs 
significant work completed to improve the appearance externally as the building has been neglected. The 
lease for the land is due for renewal in the next couple of years so the exec has been reluctant to spend 
anything on it before the lease can be renewed although there is some concern that the diocese is 
unhappy with the way it has been kept and keenness to progress the work. The headquarters and grounds 
would benefit greatly from a refresh and a branded meeting place sign. 

 
Ideal capacity 75 young people 
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1st Norley 
Norley is populated with very few young people, so the Group do particularly well in terms of size. There 
have been several new housing developments in the Delamere and Oakmere areas which have helped. 
There are further developments in the area including affordable housing so there is potential for further 
growth from the surrounding area.The Group has a long standing GSL who is looking to step down once 
the build of a new headquarters is completed. Norley are one of more remote/rural Groups but do regularly 
engage with the District and benefit greatly from the surrounding outdoor space. Like Newton & Kingsley 
they have appreciated the opening of our new Explorer unit also seeing an increase in retention to 
Explorers. 

Meeting place 
Norley are currently meeting in the village hall. Their old HQ, which they own, is as good as condemned 
and will be sold once they have planning permission for a new HQ in the grounds of the village hall. The 
new HQ will be purpose built for Scouts and it is exciting to see a more permanent base for the Group. 

 

Ideal capacity 72 young people   
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3rd Frodsham 
3rd Frodsham are our only Sea Scout Group and are also Royal Navy recognised. They too are another 
Group without a GSL after the incumbent GSL was not able to give the time required to the role. The 
Group have shrunk in size since their peak in 2013 but things are changing as the very dedicated but small 
leadership team, improve the activities they are able to offer. There has been steady growth until the 
pandemic hit. The driving force behind the Group is the CSL who is also our ADC Cubs. 

There is a huge demand for Scouts in Frodsham but many parents opting for 4th Frodsham or 1st Helsby 
this might be due to a misunderstanding about Sea Scouts which should also be a selling point. 

Due to the costs involved with running a Sea Scout Group (more equipment, insurance, fees paid to local 
sailing club, maintaining of permits) they currently have the highest subs in the District. The Group is 
located in the centre of Frodsham close to one of the only areas of deprivation in the south of District. 

There is an opportunity to grow the Beaver section if more leaders can be recruited. 

Meeting place 
The building is located next door to the District Scout Centre. The grounds are very well maintained and 
refurbed several years ago with new cladding and new toilets and kitchen. Accessible access could be 
better, and the kitchen is very small. The Group has been considering whether they might benefit from 
combining with the District to build a new joint premises. 

 
Ideal capacity 86 young people 
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4th Frodsham 
The Group peaked in 2017/2018 after the then Scout and Cub leaders left, there has been a decline in the 
number of young people especially in the Scout Section despite an increase in adults. This has mainly been 
due to the Scout and Cub leaders being shift workers. The Group are fortunate to have both a GSL and 
DGSL and the DGSL does a lot to keep all three sections running. The Beaver Section have easily 
maintained a full section of 24 and lots of leaders have been encouraged to open a second colony to keep 
up with demand, but the Group has always found a reason not to. Along with improving the programme, 
this would be one way to help to grow the other sections. The Group are fortunate to have a healthy bank 
balance but are investing it in the premises. 

Meeting place 
The Group have a very well-maintained headquarters which was renovated some years ago. They have 
recently started work to create more storage space in the old garage and an outdoor space for young 
people to do activities. The Group do extremely well out of hiring out the headquarters, this has sometimes 
been at the detriment of the sections and a reason they have been reluctant to open another section. 
However a lot of the hires are during the daytime and there are options at looking at alternative meeting 
times or a satellite section at the local school or QCW. 

 
Ideal capacity 80 young people   
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Distribution of meeting nights 
Scouting is competing with lots of different worthwhile activities, so consideration needs to be given to the 
availability of scouting on any particular evening. Reorganising and restarting Groups/sections in the area 
presents an opportunity to ensure a good spread of nights for different sections. 

The current Groups arrangement provides scouting opportunities on the following weeknights: 

Group Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri 

1st Helsby S B, Sq C   

1st Ince & Elton  B  C S 

1st Newton & Kingsley  B, S  C  

1st Norley C   B, S  

3rd Frodsham  B S C  

4th Frodsham  B C  S 
 

Although volunteer availability continues to be the main factor in choice of meeting night, this does show 
that there are some ‘gaps’ that need consideration.  Ideally there should be a Colony, Pack and Troop 
meeting every night of the week somewhere in the local area.   

i.e. currently nearly every Beaver Colony meets on a Tuesday, if a Beaver cannot make that night, or can 
only attend a Wednesday, where do they go? 

Running meetings on more varied nights of the week may also present more volunteering opportunities to 
more adults who want to volunteer who cannot make the current meeting nights/times. 

Another opportunity to explore as part of the redevelopment project are non-traditional meeting times and 
schedules e.g. weekends or longer sessions that take place less frequently. 

Thought will also need to be given to the launch of a Squirrel section and when they can meet. 

Venue availability is another limiting factor. 

 

Area development 
Unlike the northern and central parts of the District, there has been little recent large scale development of 
housing, however individual towns and villages have benefitted from smaller scale in-fill development 
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Ideas going forward 
Larger Groups with multiple sections fair better than smaller Groups 

• Possible relocation or opening of satellite sections in new parts of the area 
• Opening of new sections in Frodsham and Helsby 
• More even distribution of meeting nights, particularly Colonies 

Group Scout Leader Recruitment 
Key to the success of any development plan will be the recruitment of GSLs for the Groups who are 
missing a GSL or whose current GSL will be stepping down in the near future. 

The previous GSL Search Group has lost enthusiasm/busy with other important things so a new team 
possibly with support from outside the District/the county will need to be sought and a recruitment drive 
initiated comprising of: 

• Name generation exercises 
• Social media adverts 
• Written letters to local schools and employers 
• Engagement with parents 
• Adverts in local community spaces and supermarkets etc 
• Do-it.org 
• Cheshire Voluntary Action 

Local development officer 
In order to enact our plan, Mersey Weaver has engaged with the Scouts Regional Development Team to 
see about funding an LDO who could assist with recruitment events during weekdays as well as the 
opening of new provision.  

The NW Region Manager estimated that we would need funding in the region of £50k for the first year. 
The Mersey Weaver Executive Committee have approved this on the basis that grants are sought to cover 
this cost in full. 

It is also proposed that once the LDO is in place, a further two part time (8 hours per week) development 
team assistants could be recruited to supplement the team. 
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Further thoughts 
 

• Despite promotion of very effective national resources to aid with volunteer and young person 
recruitment, that have been very successful elsewhere in the District, Groups in the Southern area of 
the District have struggled to engage with them.  

• It is noted that some of the Southern based Groups have a poor public social media presence and 
don’t promote what they do, thus missing out on potential recruitment opportunities. While the 
District put a lot of content and even pay for advertising, local folk are more likely to respond to 
local content and seek out local Group pages etc. 

• Removal of Group numbering in favour of geographical names in order to make it easier for new 
recruits and general public to identify and relate to their local Group. Also no implication that 1st is 
better than 2nd etc 

• A plan needs to be agreed with the County team to improve training experience and capacity of the 
provision in order to cope with leaders spread over a rural area. 

 
Considerations 
 

• Parents prefer our sections to be within a mile of their homes – do we meet that need, by doing so 
could we reduce the environmental impact of travelling to attend? 

• How can we offer more young people the opportunity to Scout in the villages? 
• How can we recruit more leaders in areas where the population is ageing? 
• Chicken and the egg. Open more sections first (build it and they will come) or recruit more leaders 

first and then open sections (wait and see)? 

 

Options going forward 
 

1. Develop individual growth plans for each Group but ensure they have linked goals 
2. Look at the potential for merging some Groups to make best use of resources 
3. Some more radical ‘blue sky’ thinking on Group locations and resources 
4. How best can we provide scouting in a rural area – mobile Scout Group? 
5. Can we develop QCW further to provide Group scouting 
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Appendices – Maps and stats 
 

Current Group locations and Joining List by section  

 

Beavers (Teal), Cubs (Red), Scouts (Pink) 

 


